Handmade Pottery

Made by
MIZNER INDUSTRIES INC.
337 WORTH AVE, PALM BEACH FLA.

Established 1919

Pottery of Character
THE larger pots will accommodate small trees, which can thus be placed to best advantage as they grow. All pots and bowls such as Fern Bowls and Lion's Head pots, lend themselves excellently to many interiors. They enable you to bring your favorite plant or flower indoors. You will find them large enough to accommodate any average indoor plant, thus insuring more luxuriant growth. When used indoors, they should be placed in saucers, which can be supplied. See price list.

THERE is something subtle in Mizner Industries which raises it is created. That something is made entirely by hand and possesses in standard shapes, which a same style present a variation in Mizner Pottery gives it a lasting Mizner Pottery. It becomes a sion of unusual beauty is always a among artistic furnishings. Its will give you that lasting satisfac.
hand-made pottery produced by the above the "common clay" from which RACTER. Each piece of pottery is its own individuality. Although properties of famous designs, pots of the character. This marked character of tractiveness. You will not tire of constant enjoyment. An expressed by Mizner Pottery well arranged lines, its originality, its character obtainable from products of quality.

MIZNER Glazed Pottery may be obtained in the following distinctive colors: Mizner Blue (turquoise), Light Blue, Valencia Blue, Light Green, Green, Neutral Green, Yellow, Orange, Red, Brown, Blue Black, Black and other colors not listed. All color shades have been selected especially because of their harmonizing values. Write for information regarding colors not listed. All prices F. O. B. factory.
NO GARDEN IS COMPLETE WITHOUT A SUPPLY OF ATTRACTIVE POTS IN WHICH TO CARE FOR YOUR CHOICE PLANTINGS. THEY PROVIDE FOR THE CONVENIENT HANDLING OF FLOWERS AND SMALL SHRUBS BEFORE TRANSPLANTING. THE HARMONIZING SHADES OF MINOR POTS AND BOWLS BRIGHTEN THOSE PARTS OF THE GARDEN WHICH ARE NOT IN BLOOM.